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Medicine in Theresienstadt

Abstract:

Illness was a defining experience for prisoners of Nazi concentration camps and ghettos, and yet their medical history is missing; a startling lacuna, given the extensive research into medicine and the Holocaust. This article studies the medical staff, patients, and diseases in the Theresienstadt ghetto. In examining medical care in extremis, it studies how the Central European Jewish doctors succeeded in providing comparably excellent health care for the inmates. The article studies the mentality, experience, and the gendered power mechanisms that characterized the medical staff, the agency of the doctors, as well as the hierarchies they assigned to patients. Finally, in exploring how the prisoner physicians made sense of Theresienstadt as a part of their medical career, I show what kind of historical protagonists are doctors.

In 1979, looking back at her imprisonment in Theresienstadt (Terezín in Czech; I use both terms synonymously), the former nurse Emilie Valentová remembered her boss, the ophthalmologist Richard Stein: “He was a scientist, a specialist, he was operating on, in Theresienstadt, in the conditions there, he was even operating on strabismus, which was then by far not as frequent as today. After the war I realized, he was actually operating on people who were designated to die. But above all, he was a physician.”1 Stein, who survived and emigrated to Israel, becoming one

of the key founding physicians of the country, was emblematic of many among the physicians in Theresienstadt.\footnote{Richard Stein, “Terezín — zdravotnický úkol,” APT, A, 739. After the liberation, Stein emigrated with his family to Israel and became one of the founders of Israeli ophthalmology.}

Illness was, aside from transports and hunger, the defining experience of Theresienstadt; in this regard it was similar to other ghettos and concentration camps. Due to the conditions caused by the Nazis, nearly all prisoners fell ill and many died. But most of the patients who were treated by the medical department, especially if they fell sick after 1942 and were not old, could get better. The doctors in the ghetto tackled the medical conditions as a job, making the Health Services probably the best functioning department of the Jewish self-administration.\footnote{Erich Springer, “Das Gesundheitswesen in Theresienstadt-Ghetto” (hereafter cited as Springer 1950), YVA, O64, 56a, 18, 9. In addition, the medical department has outstanding surviving documentation, making it unique, as the SS ordered all paperwork to be burnt in November 1944.}

The prisoner physicians could increasingly conduct top-notch medical care, securing decent equipment and a wide range of modern medications. The SS supported the medical care because they feared the spread of infections, particularly among the large German population in the proximity of Theresienstadt.\footnote{The military hospital Theresienstadt was located just outside of the water tower on the western side of the town. Erich Springer, “Das Gesundheitswesen in Theresienstadt-Ghetto,” (1950), Yad Vashem Archives (hereafter YVA), O64, 56a; interview Miroslav Kárný, June 15, 1994, Jewish Museum Prague (hereafter ŽMP), Vzpomínky, 328.}

In the Nazi concentration camps, the infirmary represented a central place in the social landscape of camp life as it embodied both life and death. It was, at times, the only place where prisoners could seek refuge from forced labor and violence, where they could receive food, rest, and sometimes also medical care.\footnote{For instance Kim Wünschmann, Before Auschwitz: Jewish Prisoners in the Prewar Concentration Camps (Cambridge, Ma: Harvard University Press 2015): 196f.} However, at other times, it was the place where patients were killed; elsewhere, the sickbay became the site of forced medical experiments. This Manichean
nature of the sickbay offers an excellent place to learn more about the nature of the concentration camps.

The medical history of the Holocaust has concentrated on three topics: the forced medical experiments in the concentration camps, medical history of the “healthy bodies” within the Nazi folk community, and the biographies of the expelled, often murdered, Jewish physicians. However, an analytical medical history of the victims’ community, beyond sentimentalization or heroic narrative, is missing. Research has stressed the little leeway the prisoner physicians enjoyed, and this over-interpretation of missing control contributed to this lacuna. There is very little research on medical care in the ghettos. Medicine in Theresienstadt is a hitherto unexplored area of research.


Medical care in Theresienstadt offers an opportunity to use the history of medicine to cast light on the everyday history of the Holocaust, just as this everyday history of the Holocaust can also offer new insight into the history of medicine. This article, based on extensive archival research of contemporaneous documents, including some files of the Health Services as well as diaries and letters, together with later oral histories and memoirs, studies the prisoners’ experience of being ill as a moment of social interactions. I examine doctors as historical protagonists and their way of looking at the ghetto. The medical staff viewed Theresienstadt through the framework of public health and they saw themselves as having a task to perform within that framework. The social and gender power hierarchies of the ghetto were reflected in the realm of health care. These hierarchies were apparent in the medical staff’s decisions concerning those “important” patients who were deemed worthy of receiving care and those “unimportant” patients who were not. I also connect Theresienstadt to the wider field of medical history by showing, the links between the outside medical world and that of prisoner physicians. The manner in which prisoner doctors held on to their professionalism and reacted to the persecution foremost as doctors, was one of the reasons why the medical care in Theresienstadt was excellent. Experiencing the ghetto as doctors allowed the physicians a measure of agency.

This piece is structured in three parts: the first section follows the general conditions of the department of Health Services; the second outlines the illnesses and triage; and finally, the third and longest part examines the work and mentality of the medical personnel, the gendered social and ethnic hierarchies.

Jewish self administration and Health Services

Theresienstadt was founded in November 1941 as a transit ghetto for all Jews of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. In June 1942, when the elderly German and Austrian Jews started arriving, its function changed to that of a ghetto for the elderly and a “privilege camp.” In 1943, the SS fashioned Terezín as a propaganda camp to be shown to a delegation of the International Red Cross. This aspect is often overemphasized. What is ignored, however, is the rather minor impact that the Red Cross visit and the subsequent propaganda film had on daily life in the ghetto. Prisoners died of malnutrition, were surrounded by dirt and vermin, and lived with the ever-present threat of deportation to the East. From the 87,000 people who were deported from Terezín to the East, only about 4,000 survived. Nearly 34,000 prisoners died in Terezín of diseases related to malnutrition, the majority of them elderly. Terezín was the only ghetto to last until the end of the war, when ca 15,000 inmates were liberated. Altogether 144,000 Jews were incarcerated in Terezín; of these almost 74,000 came from the Protectorate, ca 42,000 from Germany, and 15,000 from Austria. There were also smaller groups from the Netherlands, Denmark, and in the last months, from Slovakia and Hungary.

Terezín fell under the authority of the SS, but with only thirty members on the spot, it was the Czech gendarmes who did the actual guarding. The Nazis were largely absent from the ghetto’s landscape: the SS controlled Theresienstadt, but the Jews administered it. The Jewish self-administration was directed by an Elder of the Jews and the Council of Elders. This administration created a complex system: there was the Economical Department, Central

---

Registry, and the Health Services. Theresienstadt never engaged in forced labor for Nazis on mass scale, but there was general labor duty for everyone between sixteen and sixty years of age (the age boundaries shifted throughout the duration of the ghetto). Men and women lived separated in rooms that housed between eight to 200 inhabitants. Most children were accommodated in youth homes. The food supply in Terezín was insufficient and included little fruit and vegetables or proteins; this was a decision of the Nazis. A majority of those who died in the ghetto succumbed to diseases caused by starvation, and 92% of those who died in Theresienstadt were people over 60 years of age. In May 1942, the self-administration introduced a food system categorizing inmates according to their working status: most importantly three: “hard laborers,” “normal workers,” and “non-workers.” The elderly who did not work as well as the long term ill were categorized as non-workers, who received the smallest portions (60% less than the hard laborers) and least nutritious food.15 An overwhelming majority of the hard laborers were young Czech Jews, who became the social elite. Their cachet was based on their seniority -- some of them arrived with the first two transports named the Aufbaukommando (construction detail) and were for a long time protected from transports out of Theresienstadt. In addition, they also had the most advantageous jobs as cooks, bakers, or butchers.

The department in charge of medicine, the Health Services (Gesundheitswesen), was planned already before the foundation of the ghetto, when in fall 1941 the Central Office for Jewish Emigration tasked the Jewish community to plan Theresienstadt. When the first deportees in November and December 1941 fell ill, the physicians, who had neither instruments nor medications, could not help. The first patient died of appendicitis after six days.16 The three

15 Food tables, Terezín, 52, 115, 116, ŽMP.
founding doctors of the department, the radiologist Erich Munk, the surgeon Erich Springer, and the internist Erich Klapp set up medical rooms in the first two barracks, and collected whatever the newly arrived physicians had brought with them to use as medications and instruments. In December 1941, the SS ordered the old military hospital, the Hohenelbe barracks, to be used as the ghetto hospital. Hohenelbe barracks became the central location of health care services. Over the course of the next months, the backbone of the medical services developed: the hospital was set up, medical furniture and equipment shipped from the Protectorate, and doctors and nurses recruited among the prisoners. The Health Services, run centrally by Erich Munk, continued to grow: by summer 1943, it had eight hospitals (including a children’s and a TB hospital) and five homes for the elderly. With altogether 4,066 workers - the medical staff included physicians, nurses, cleaners, orderlies, and pharmacists - it was the second largest department in Theresienstadt. The proportion of doctors per population was one physician per 500-600 people, unusually high for that time. This extensive medical staff was very much needed, as the morbidity was always very high; in February 1943, 31% of the ghetto population was sick. Over half of those registered as sick were chronically ill elderly.

The SS supported the medical services: the men were afraid of the potential of epidemics – the ghetto was in immediate vicinity of a Wehrmacht hospital and close to the district city of Leitmeritz/Litoměřice. The support included the medication supply, which after the first months became excellent. The physicians in Theresienstadt had at their disposal all essential medications

18 Adolph Metz, “Ghetto Theresistadt,” (ca 1945) YVA, O33, 3257 (Metz gives 5,000 workers); for the lower number, see “Das Gesundheitswesen lädt ein, Juli 1943,” YVA, O64, 54. Lilly Pokorná gives the workers at 2,000. Lilly Pokorny, “Eine Ärztin erlebt das ‘Musterlager’ Theresienstadt, 199, Institut für Zeitgeschichte, MA 199. With thanks to Giles Bennett for his help. Springer, 1950, gives 5,000. (p. 5).
20 YVA, O64, 54; Karel Fleischmann, Terezínský den, ŽMP, 326.
used in that time on the continent, including pain, dysentery, insulin, paratyphoid, and heart medications, even the expensive sulpha drugs.\textsuperscript{21} The monthly bill ran up to half a million crowns.\textsuperscript{22} The relatively generous spending on medication was disproportionate to spending on food: the SS did not supply nearly funds for food for the ghetto population. The perpetrators were concerned about Theresienstadt inmates becoming infectious, but did not mind if the Jewish prisoners starved to death.

Who received some of the premium drugs depended on their age; the nurse Herta Kožičková remembered that cibasol, a sulpha drug, was reserved for those under 30 years of age.\textsuperscript{23} The admirable situation of supplies continued even when the availability of medical supplies in Germany worsened. In 1943, the radiologist Lilly Pokorná had to accompany a visiting Wehrmacht officer. He inquired whether she had any photographic material for x-rays. She had little, she answered, and often had to make do with x-ray paper. The officer was amazed: in Vienna, there was no x-ray photographic material to be had for months.\textsuperscript{24} Finally, Erich Springer’s operation diary demonstrates that similarly, the operations were complex and state of the art, as demonstrated in the drawing of Jo Spier (fig. 1).\textsuperscript{25} However, most of the patients were over 60 years of age, malnourished, and the operations occurred late, which all contributed to high post-operative mortality.

\textbf{Fig. 1: The drawing of the Dutch artist Jo Spier shows the operating theatre in Terezín}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Jarmila Saicová, delivery list, August 1, 1944, ŽMP, Terezín, 273; interview of Franz Hahn (1987), DÖW, 510.
\item \textsuperscript{22} On May 30, 1944, the pharmacy’s bill was for 136,000 crowns. Aktenvermerk W 720 (Economical Department) ŽMP, Terezín, 146; for half a million, Karel Fleischmann, “Jak vznikalo zdravotnictví v terezínském ghettu,” ŽMP, 326. Thanks to Harro Jenß for interpreting the medication list.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Interview Herta Kožičková, July 25, 1993, Vzpomínky, ŽMP.
\item \textsuperscript{24} Pokorny, “Eine Ärztin,” 200.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Erich Springer’s operating notes (1943), Wiener Library Tel Aviv University, 578. Thanks to Harro Jenß for analyzing the first 100 operations of 1943.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Illnesses and Triage

In the unhygienic, crowded conditions of Theresienstadt, diseases spread quickly. People fell prey to illnesses they would not have had in normal life and died of infections that would be easily combatable elsewhere. Moreover, most prisoners were weakened by starvation — a deficit of vitamins results in organisms being more vulnerable to illnesses; patients of progressed stages of enteritis also showed avitaminosis B. Nearly all prisoners in Terezín were affected by enteritis. Enteritis is a generic intestinal inflammation, resulting in diarrhea, which, in extreme cases, leads to dehydration and cardiac failure. For the elderly, the disease often had deadly effects. Enteritis claimed the majority of those who died in Terezín. It was the main cause of death until October 1943; after this date, it was pneumonia, TB, intestinal obstruction, and blood poisoning. But while the other diseases were treated, enteritis was not categorized as an important disease and only rarely treated. We can speculate whether the treatment — which includes saline drips, careful diet, and good care — would have been possible in Theresienstadt. The Health Services had saline drips and about 2,500 beds. Yet using these spaces for old prisoners affected with enteritis would have meant far less space for other patients. The conditions of Theresienstadt, created by the Nazis, downright fostered disease, and accordingly, the physicians faced a large percentage of ill population. In this situation, the Health Services applied a triage mentality in which the most frequent disease, enteritis, which was usually dangerous only for the elderly, was seen as unimportant. This triage mentality in medical care echoed that of self-administration in food distribution. Following the incarceration, hunger, and

28 Monthly reports of Irma Goldmann, YVA, O64, 50.
dirt, this categorization contributed to the result of an extremely high mortality rate among old patients. By spring 1943, the Terezín physicians realized the tuberculosis had become pandemic: the percentage of people infected with TB rose to 7.8%.  

In spite of the enforced density in which people had to live, Theresienstadt experienced only one full-blown epidemic, which came at the end of the war. The prisoners who arrived on the death marches brought with them typhus. The disease killed over 1,200 people, with most of victims among the inmates from death marches. Less than 126 among the 16,777 veteran inmates died, among them dozens of nurses and doctors. However, the medical staff spoke of four epidemics in the ghetto time: scarlet fever in December 1941/42, typhoid in January-March 1943, encephalitis in summer 1943, and then the abovementioned typhus epidemic in April and May 1945. The way Terezín doctors categorized these epidemics demonstrates the triage mentality of the Health Services.

Using the example of the typhoid outbreak in the winter of 1943, we can examine the way Terezín doctors categorized patients. This epidemic started in January 1943 when a sewage pipe that led to a kitchen in a youth home burst. Typhoid infected 444 prisoners, both children and adults, with an overall mortality rate of 9.63%. The leading physicians were dismayed that the

30 We have no numbers for the cause of death for those who arrived with the evacuation transports, and many died of exhaustion and malnutrition. According to the most recent estimate, 1,665 people who arrived with the death marches died. Marek Poloncarz, “Die Evakuierungstransporte nach Theresienstadt (April-Mai 1945),” Theresienstädtler Studien und Dokumente (1998): 242-262, 249.
31 Stein, “Terezín — zdravotnický úkol,” 32; see also Aron Vedder, “Bericht über die Gesundheitslage in Theresienstadt mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Flecktyphus-Epidemie nebst Vorschlägen zu ihrer Bekämpfung” (May 15, 1945), YVA, O64, 56a.
33 Diary of Arnošt Klein, entries for January and February, 1943; Gonda Redlich’s diary, entry for August 16, 1944, and for February 6, 1943.
34 In year 1943, altogether 74 people died of typhus. Annual report of the Health Services for 1944, YVA, O64, 56a.
illness was killing children.\textsuperscript{35} However, the number of children who died of typhus in January-March was very low: none in January, twelve in February and one in March.\textsuperscript{36} This data comes from death certificates; it is improbable they were underreported. In the same period, the total mortality in the population was 2,506 in January, 2,271 in February, and 1,653 in March, as opposed to that of dead children: 20, 28, and 12, respectively. The great majority of those who perished were old inmates who died of enteritis. In Theresienstadt there were far more elderly than children compared to a “normal” population (about 55,000 elderly to 9,000 children).\textsuperscript{37} The huge disparity in what doctors perceived as alarming indicates that the prisoner physicians barely registered the six thousand deceased elderly people in the same period, instead focusing on thirteen dead children. In their conception of noteworthy deaths, the doctors reiterated the triage mentality that could be found throughout Theresienstadt.

**Public Health and the Social Dimension of Illness**

The medical staff in Theresienstadt often viewed the ghetto as an issue of public health; that is, everyone’s health was their responsibility.\textsuperscript{38} They saw it as their goal to develop a preventive health system reaching beyond illness treatment. The administration documents of the Health Services, as well as physicians’ postwar testimonies, demonstrate the view that medicine was the central element in the running of the ghetto. In fighting tuberculosis, Terezín physicians dispatched entire barracks’ population for x-ray checks and sputum analysis.\textsuperscript{39} It is in this context that we should place the fact that the department made infectious diseases obligatory to report.

\textsuperscript{35} Munk to Edelstein, Janowitz, and Zucker, January 25, 1943, YVA, O64, 23/II.
\textsuperscript{36} Defining children as fifteen and younger. Data Terezín Prisoners Database and the death certificates.
\textsuperscript{37} Estimate, calculated at over 65 and under 15 years of age. For February 1943, inmate statisticians gave 1,921 of inmates over the age of 65 who died. YVA, O64, 45.
\textsuperscript{38} On a similar case in the early years of the GDR, see Donna Harsch, “Medicalized Social Hygiene? Tuberculosis Policy in the German Democratic Republic,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 86, 3 (Fall 2012): 394-423.
\textsuperscript{39} Pokorná, “Die Lungentuberkulose,” 407; Stein, 18.
Similarly, after the typhoid epidemic, the Health Services introduced obligatory immunizations for all arrivals. Fifty years later, the Viennese doctor Franz Hahn enthused about the hands-on approach of vaccinators: “We dealt with the typhus epidemic, the hygienic measures were intensified, typhus is, after all, a question of hygiene. […] Mind you, how we treat typhus today, with antibiotics, that hadn’t existed yet. And so we treated typhus only in the traditional way, attend to the heart, attend to the circulation, lower the temperature, yes? Prevent the epidemic, for heaven’s sake, wash hands, wash hands, disinfect, yes? Look after the nurses, so that it does not spread. […] Vaccinate, of course, there has always been the typhus serum, not 100% effective or at least by far not as effective as the one we have today, which you take orally, back then we injected it, which hurt, but without mercy, the entire camp was vaccinated lock stock and barrel, there was no other way.”

With the exception of the first months, much of being sick, even for the elderly, was a social affair. Their roommates or family members fetched their food; after two weeks, their food rations were re-categorized into those of non-workers, unless a doctor prescribed convalescence food rations. Some elderly went to the doctor because of their loneliness: “they go to the doctor as they would have gone to a café,” remarked a medical statistician in summer 1943. Others went to a clinic because in Theresienstadt the medical care was free, and in civil life, they would have needed to pay a fee for the same service, not to mention the fact that the medical care available for Jews in the years prior the deportation had been very limited.

---

40 Interview Franz Hahn.
41 “Die Morbidität in Theresienstadt,” 5, YVA, O64, 56.
42 In Germany in 1938, and in Czechoslovakia in 1940, Jews were only allowed to visit Jewish physicians. In Germany, stripped of their title, a fraction of them were allowed to continue practicing as “Krankenbehandler.” Rebecca Schwoch, “„Praktisch zum Verhungern verurteilt:“ „Krankenbehandler“ zwischen 1938 und 1945,”
If they succeeded in receiving care, the Terezín inmates enjoyed being ill because, in the
ghetto environment, the hospitals were a safe environment, even a nice experience overall. The
less seriously ill were excused from labor duty with a doctor’s note and stayed in their
accommodation. The hospital patients received better and richer food delivered to their bed, slept
in a clean bed, and had a nurse caring for them. This experience of care and attention was
particularly vital for the elderly. The Berliner former teacher Käthe Breslauer who was deported
remembered her stay in the hospital warmly: “Those six weeks that I spent in the hospital were
the nicest time of my stay in Theresienstadt: Clean beds, kind nurses, better food, far from the
misery of the accommodation.” The hospitals were also a positive experience for the younger
prisoners: the 24-year old Ilse Fuchsová from Ostrava spent most of her time in Terezín sick or
recovering from jaundice and encephalitis; when she was deported to Auschwitz and the
Mauthausen satellite camp Lenzing, she was healthy.

Illness in Theresienstadt was not only a specific physiological immunity reaction to the
ghetto. We can also read it as psychological mechanism explaining the powerlessness of
Holocaust victims, which, as Saul Friedländer pointed out, was a central experience of Holocaust
victims. Many of the new arrivals contracted a disease in the first months of their stay. In her
first twelve months in Theresienstadt, the 24-year old Etta Veit Simon from Berlin contracted

---

Jüdische Ärztinnen und Ärzte im Nationalsozialismus : Entrechtung, Vertreibung, Ermordung, ed. Thomas Beddies, Susanne Doetz, and Christoph Kopke (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2014): 78. fn. 12; Petr Svobodný and Ludmila
44 Interview Ilse Porath, June 4, 2000, YVA, O3, 1161.
dysentery, typhus, scarlet fever, jaundice, and heart weakness, and lost fifteen kilograms. In testimonies, the period of illness was often represented as a narrative gap standing in for a loss of control. For many of the newly arrived, becoming ill was a coping mechanism when things became too difficult. The extreme shock of the arrival signified a crisis caused by the extreme experience of powerlessness. But people loathe experiencing being powerless and this is why becoming ill, stepping aside from the responsibility to manage, represented an obvious and socially acceptable way of excusing oneself from taking control. This initial instance of falling ill was rarely remembered because it was a difficult period. For the elderly, whose friends could only rarely bring extra food or bribe for reliable medical help, the first disease often turned fatal. For the younger inmates, it was an episode usually narrated as an aside.

**Physicians, nurses, and power**

For Jewish physicians, Terezín represented a possibility of agency after the years during which they were stripped of licenses, barred from treating non-Jews, and faced other humiliations. They saw the ghetto as both a medical problem and a challenge that they had the knowledge and power to solve. Unlike most other prisoners, even the Jewish functionaries, physicians continued in their jobs, and the jobs they had to perform were immensely important in Theresienstadt, a site marked by hardships. They could make a real difference, alleviate pain and suffering, and heal illnesses. In addition, working as a doctor was a source of esteem: in Central Europe during the 1930s and 1940s physician was a prestigious profession, which is why vocational continuity was for them so crucial.

---

The physicians in Theresienstadt came from a specific world and place, as reflected in the ways they approached their roles in the ghetto. Since 1900, Jews were over-represented in the Central European medical profession. About 15% of physicians in Germany and Bohemian countries were Jewish; in Austria, this percentage was even higher, 65% in Vienna, and about one third Austria-wide. German doctors were preeminent in the field of medicine worldwide, while in Czechoslovakia, the medical faculty of the Czech Charles University was progressive and innovative, training many young doctors.

Theresienstadt doctors stressed their work ethic, which was also linked to the medical profession as a whole, famous for long working hours and absolute dedication. Erich Munk worked twenty-hour days and expected the same dedication from his doctors; Springer passed this on to the nurses. Both nurses and doctors were devoted to their jobs. The entire medical system was simplified in Terezín: there were no (real) salaries, no taxes, no telephones, and while the orders of drugs and instruments needed to be approved by the SS, most doctors did not have to worry about financial matters. The ghetto was a dream come true for the physicians’ planning gaze with its pronounced feature of public health. Springer’s recollection that “the cooperation of the departments was exemplary, certainly much better than in civilian hospitals, perhaps because we had no long distances and then the physicians shared the same fate; for us, there were only

---

49 Svobodný and Hlaváčková, 191.
51 Springer 1950, 9.
moral duties and successes, in no way financial ones”52 indicated how much the doctors saw the ghetto as a drawing board.

The Theresienstadt physicians described their work in terms of achievements that would be valid in the outside world. The physicians worked in a collegial, competitive atmosphere: doctors worked hard to have the “best” station, better instruments, to be more successful and hence envied by colleagues.53 Depicting “his” hospital, Springer spoke about “the best possible care” and “incessant improvements,” while emphasizing how difficult – and therefore a priori valuable -- the achieved successes were. In their postwar testimonies, doctors brought up illnesses, deaths, and epidemics in order to portray Theresienstadt as having been fixed by medical personnel.54 Similarly, the TB specialist Evžen Kraus spoke of the treatment of tuberculosis patients in terms of accomplishments, stressing that the Terezín hospitals could be compared to those outside.55 Lilly Pokorná was immensely proud of “her” x-ray station and pointed out that her work resulted in two postwar publications.56 Similarly to Jewish functionaries, doctors described their careers in Theresienstadt as an item in their CVs.57 People like to take pride in their accomplishments, and this tendency continued in the camps and ghettos.

In addition to performing medical services, music was another form of performing status in Theresienstadt, where music was a particularly beloved activity.58 Erich Munk was one of the very few prisoners with a record player.59 Erich Klapp, the head internist, was a keen cellist and

52 Springer 1950, 11.
53 Interview Franz Hahn; Springer, 1950, 10.
54 Springer 1950, passim.
58 Otto Zucker also had house concerts; Fleischmann, “Křivule II.”
59 Elena Makarova, University over the Abyss: The Story behind 520 Lecturers and 2,430 Lectures in KZ
organized string quartet concerts in his room. Playing music at home was a sign of belonging to the Central European educated bourgeoisie. For physicians, playing music was moreover a means of demonstrating their cultivation beyond solely the medical craft.

The medical community in Theresienstadt was transnational and interconnected, while simultaneously, reflecting the stark ethnic hierarchies within the prisoner community. The social elite of young Czech Jewish prisoners was replicated among the doctors. The Essen nurse and widow from a mixed marriage, Regina Oelze, remarked: “almost all nurses and physicians […] were Czech. It is their country too and they were in the first transport.” Indeed, the physicians in Health Services, in particular those in leading positions, were mostly Czech Jews. The non-Czech physicians often felt keenly the camp’s ethnic hierarchies, and the success of surpassing them depended on the social capital of the “foreign” participants. When he arrived at Theresienstadt in October 1942, the 29-year-old Viennese Franz Hahn was first assigned to the Hundertschaft, the newcomers’ hundred hours labor duty. Assigned to shoving coal, Hahn was annoyed that his medical skills were going to waste, and then the manual job did not reflect his status as doctor. Hahn marched into Munk’s office and demanded an assignment; Munk, impressed by his self-assertiveness, gave him a job. Eventually, Hahn was promoted to an internist and worked under Erich Klapp in the Central Hospital in Hohenelbe. After a few

---

60 Jan Rocek to the author, July 22, 2015. (Rocek was Klapp’s cousin). Petr Kien’s drawing of the Doctors’ quartet, APT?

61 In this respect, music was related to Karel Fleischmann’s drawing or the dentist’s Kurt Kapper’s poetry. ŽMP, Terezín, 326, Kapper collection.


64 Grabower Vermerke, July 21, 1944, Grabower collection, Bundesfinanzakademie Brühl.
months, Klapp even invited the Viennese Franz Hahn to join his quartet. Hahn was the only non-Czech physician among his nine colleagues, and he recalled how he was kept, to some degree, as the token foreigner.

Since January 1943, the administration of the second Elder of Jews, Paul Eppstein required every department of the Jewish self-administration to have a German or Austrian director or vice-director. In Health Services, Benjamin Murmelstein, the Viennese Jewish functionary, was named the political director (Dezernent). Similarly, on the ground level, Martha Müller, a Viennese pediatrician, was one of the few non Czech practising paediatricians in Theresienstadt. Müller, born in 1906, was a dedicated paediatrician: she had worked for the Viennese Jewish Community as a resident physician of the Jewish children’s home; in September she was deported with the last 14 children to Theresienstadt. Soon afterwards, Müller worked as paediatrician in the Hamburg barrack. Unlike the “foreign” doctors, those Russian, Rumanian, and Moldavian Jewish physicians among the Czech doctors (who had arrived in Czechoslovakia decades earlier to study medicine) were perceived as a part of the “native” Czech group. However, other Czech prisoners usually mentioned that they were originally “Russian” or “Polish.”

Many “foreigners” (that is, non-Czech prisoners) among the medical staff noticed that their strong work ethic helped bridge the camp’s ethnic divides. Resi Weglein from German Ulm was a middle aged nurse who was deported to Theresienstadt in summer 1942. Immediately after arrival, she received a nursing job in the Dresdner barrack. In April 1943 she was able to move
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into a nurses’ room where she lived with 28 nurses: 14 Austrian, 13 German, and one Czech; the other nurse rooms had exclusively Czech inhabitants. After the deportations in fall 1944 that carried away two thirds of ghetto inhabitants, Weglein was moved with four of her old roommates to one of the rooms inhabited almost entirely by Czech inmates. Here lived the Prague ophthalmologist Julie Pollaková with her mother and the nurse Gertruda Thierfeldová. At first, the Czech women were unpleasantly surprised that they had to live side by side with five “foreign” women. But after they got to know them, the women developed a cordial friendship.  

Similarly, Věra Kaufmannová, a young nurse from Pacov who worked in the phlegmona station, recalled her Viennese colleagues with warmth: “They were terribly kind, warmhearted friends and colleagues and I have the best memories of them.”  

Another important factor for a doctor’s standing was their seniority as prisoners. Those physicians who were deported after Theresienstadt had already been in operation for a year struggled to find a position. Viktor Kosák, who was deported at Christmas 1942, was only able to get a position thanks to the help of his acquaintance Marta Grünhutová-Reinischová, the wife of the transport physician Otto Reinisch. It is possible, of course, that Kosák was neither as gifted physician nor as charming as Hahn; he was assigned to a hospital for the elderly, which was a position considered neither prestigious nor interesting. The task entailed visiting the elderly in their accommodations: “So I walk with my box through the town and take blood which is then examined in the lab. It’s a bad job. I have to climb into all kinds of caves, crowded, dark, and often full of lice. I often have to work by candlelight and I can only put watch glasses and flasks on foot stools. I even have to go to the Infection department, where there is diphtheria and scarlet fever, even to the typhoid departments, and there typhoid is already certain. Never in my life have

\[\text{\textsuperscript{69} Weglein, 77.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{70} Interview Věra K., (January 20, 1992) ŽMP, Vzpomínky, 101.}\]
I washed my hands this often.” Descriptions like Kosák’s remind us of the immense differences in the Terezín Health Services, between the “civilized” hospitals on one hand, where the medical elite could work, and the quotidian of those physicians who worked with the elderly in their accommodation.

Fig. 2, Photograph of the surgeon Erich Springer in 1939

For the older doctors, the situation was very different because they got to practice only rarely. Munk’s medical team consisted of young doctors, who also largely were among the most senior prisoners who built up the ghetto. Munk himself was 37 when he arrived in Theresienstadt, Erich Springer 33, and Erich Knapp 34. (see fig. 2) Pokorná, who was 47, was considered “old.” Because Munk led the Health Services until October 1944, there was but little generational change. Physicians over 65 years of age who applied for medical jobs were usually rejected, a situation that changed only after October 1944. Before that time, the Health Services employed only a few older, usually well-known physicians. Perhaps the best known among them was Hermann Strauß, born in 1868, an eminent internist and one of the founders of gastroenterology. In 1910, he joined the staff of the Jewish hospital in Berlin, which he eventually came to direct.

Strauß and his wife Elsa, a noted social worker, were deported to Theresienstadt in July 1942. Strauß’s renown saved his life: Heinrich Stahl, upon hearing about his imminent arrival at Theresienstadt, organized for Strauß to receive a room of his own and
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better food rations.\textsuperscript{75} When Hermann and Elsa Strauß became ill with acute enteritis, they survived thanks to the care of Erich Klapp and Viktor Hahn, the medical head of the Hamburg barracks. In October 1942, Strauß joined the Council of Elders and put Hahn’s entire family on his protection list.\textsuperscript{76} Strauß did not practice as a physician in Theresienstadt, but he often accompanied Klapp as a conciliar. With Munk’s blessings, he led the medical research seminar; the good relationship of both men, is evident in the drawing of Karel Fleischmann, showing Munk listening attentively to Strauß, who is looking up to him (fig. 3) Other doctors of advanced years who were able to secure positions included Emil Klein, one of the founders of homeopathy; the surgeon Jan Levit of Charles University; Hans Hirschfeld, the German hematologist; and Ota Morgenstern-Říkovský, a hygienist and epidemiologist.

**Fig. 3, Karel Fleischmann’s drawing of Erich Munk and Hermann Strauß**

But largely, doctors over 60 years of age were only allowed to work as medical examiners.\textsuperscript{77} Those who were even older were not allowed to work in their profession, which distressed many among the cohort of older medical experts. Edmund Hadra, a Berlin gynaecologist who was 65 when he arrived in Theresienstadt in the summer of 1942, first fell ill with enteritis. When he recovered, he went to the Health Services to inquire about a job, but an “arrogant young Prague physician” sent him back to get better first. When Hadra went a second time, a Viennese transport with fifty young physicians had filled all openings.\textsuperscript{78} Hadra ended up

\textsuperscript{75} Strauß’ notes from Terezín are the only contemporaneous source of a member of the Council of Elders, and one of their few self-testimonies. Jenß and Reimicke, *Autobiographische Notizen*, 112f.

\textsuperscript{76} Interview Marieta Blochová-Šmolková (Hahn’s stepdaughter), ŽMP, Vzpomínky, 105.

\textsuperscript{77} Randt, 53.

\textsuperscript{78} Hadra.
overseeing toilets; his 20 years younger partner Josefa Ruben worked as a nurse. There are indications that the older doctors were often old-fashioned in their medical views and thus were often perceived as not as good as the younger physicians. The treatment Hermann Strauß received during his fatal heart attack during the transports in October 1944 can be interpreted as a symbol of the different medical generations: Strauß asked for bloodletting and camphor; Erich Klapp gave him strophanthin and morphine, which was then a state of the art treatment, and indeed is still used today.79

Conducting research was another way Theresienstadt physicians were able to stay connected to the medical profession, and thus come to terms with Theresienstadt and exercise agency. Physicians could research, discuss with colleagues, write about, and so by extension master, this horrifying, deadly place. They organized talks, trained doctors, and conducted research on the medical phenomena they observed in the ghetto. Munk and his team considered medical research and the training of medical students in Theresienstadt as part of their jobs. The German émigré to the Netherlands, Henriette Louise Blumenthal-Rothschild, worked for Surgical department on anatomical drawings.80 In the 1930s and after the war, she played a decisive part in the preparation of Martinus Woerdeman’s anatomical atlas and the development of the Dutch anatomy.81 Hermann Strauß organized medical lectures and formed seminars for various specializations to serve as continuing education. The talks, held in German, Czech, and Dutch, were well attended.82 Doctors lectured about their prewar experience as well as from their

80 Erich Springer collection, ŽMP, personal papers, 17; Henriette Blumenthal-Rothschild to Erich Springer, 1 September 1946, personal papers Petra Kristen; Pokorny, 148-149.
findings in Theresienstadt. There were also smaller, unofficial afternoon and weekly get-togethers where doctors discussed particularly difficult or interesting illnesses, and then dictated the appropriate protocol to a nurse.83 Doctors welcomed colleagues from among the new arrivals to Theresienstadt and inquired about medical developments in the world outside. Franz Hahn remembered that when in September 1944 a Dutch physician brought a copy of a Swiss medical journal with an article about penicillin, the new drug, he and his colleagues enthusiastically discussed the invention.84

Erich Munk’s medical library became the base for the Central Medical Library in Theresienstadt. The library’s first head was Marta Weinwurmová-Löwyová; in December 1943 she was deported to Auschwitz.85 Her position was filled by Felix Meyer, a 68-year old Berlin physician. In his memoir, Meyer described his staff, giving everyone’s names and places they came from, ending with an aside describing the only female colleague: “and a Danish woman.”86

The medical research undertaken in Theresienstadt included the research of gynecologist František Bass on amenorrhea. Many women in Theresienstadt stopped menstruating for a time after arrival, or had their period only irregularly. For most women prisoners, who had no sanitary napkins, having no period usually came as a relief.87 Bass researched the cessation of menstruation in the ghetto. Lecturing on the topic in December 1943, he argued that rather than malnutrition, amenorrhea was connected “to a psychological shock of incarceration.”88 After

83 Interview Šmolková.
84 Interview Franz Hahn.
85 Health Services petition to be taken out of transport, YVA, O64, 22.
86 Dr Felix Meyer, LBI, AR 1437. The books survived the war and are today kept, with the ghetto medical library stamp, at the Jewish Museum in Prague.
liberation, Bass wrote up his research and went on to direct a gynecological clinic in Prague. In his Theresienstadt research, Bass, who was a dedicated, warm physician, followed a long-lived medical praxis. Medicine has a tradition of pathologizing women’s bodies, in particular their reproductive system. Until the late 18th century, physicians recognized female orgasm and saw it as key for conception. However, 19th century doctors saw women as passive, rejecting the notion of female sexual excitement. Freud reintroduced the clitoris and female climax, setting out the path to the subsequent “rationalization of sexuality” in Weimar Germany that dictated that a woman needs to orgasm to conceive. But crucially, it was always the female sexuality that was being constituted, and women who were being reduced to their reproductive organs.

It is within the frameworks of this more general professional and societal context that we should view Bass’s research. Simultaneously to Bass’ Theresienstadt observations, the Berlin anatomist Hermann Stieve dissected the bodies of women executed at Plötzensee prison and examined how chronic stress, in his case, women’s imprisonment and impending execution, affected female reproductive function. Sabine Hildebrandt established that among the executed women were resistance fighters, women whose last wish was to have their bodies returned to their families. Stieve was thus not only dissecting Nazi opponents, but was doing so against the wishes of the dead. Stieve did help to establish that stress is a key factor for why women stop menstruating, proving Bass right. The issue at hand, though, is that these doctors treated women’s
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bodies as objects. Women were reduced to their reproductive function. This mentality stretched across countries, centuries, indeed even from a German physician to a Jewish prisoner doctor.94

Material advantages
Theresienstadt’s medical personnel had various material advantages. Physicians and nurses could be accommodated in separate rooms with colleagues, which meant that their roommates had similar working times and showed consideration for those who worked night shifts. The leading physicians even had their own rooms; Erich Munk, Erich Klapp, Viktor Hahn, and Karel Fleischmann lived with their families in one room, which in the crowded ghetto meant an ultimate privilege. After the fall transports in 1944 carried away two thirds of Theresienstadt inmates, most doctors, this time including women physicians, received a room of their own.95 Both physicians and nurses received better food rations; some physicians were categorized as hard laborers, and those who were categorized as even harder working, such as the TB doctors, had triple rations.96 The nurse Alice Randt, deported from Hannover, was able to achieve better food rations and baths for her team of 70 nurses.97 Similarly, Health Services offered preferential food for patients as well; when an inmate was recognized as sick, he or she could receive convalescence rations. To many older prisoners, these rations represented the crucial nourishment that kept them alive, and which was the reason they attempted to register as ill.98 The Central Hospital had baths and laundry, and so the staff living in the hospital could wash and change their clothing daily, a major perk in Theresienstadt where most people washed in cold water at sinks

94 In contextualizing this argument, I follow Robert Jay Lifton’s placing of prisoner doctors into his study of Nazi physicians, The Nazi Doctors, ch. 11-14.
96 Interview Franz Hahn.
97 Randt, 77.
and had only rare access to showers.\textsuperscript{99} Some patients brought the medical staff food. Anna Auředníčková remembered that old people presented their nurses with gingerbread.\textsuperscript{100} The cooks, compared to such humble gifts, brought them copious quantities of food. In a drawing, Erich Lichtblau depicted a waiting room full of patients with a cook walking straight in: “Because doctors are hungry too, the cook always has right of way…!”\textsuperscript{101} Pokorná and Fleischmann stressed that they did not take bribes and that they encouraged their staff not to either.\textsuperscript{102} Finally, the Health Services was represented in their team Aeskulap in soccer, which was in Theresienstadt an immensely popular sport.\textsuperscript{103} Aeskulap, including medical orderlies as well as physicians, was one of the weakest teams, placing ninth out of eleven in the spring league 1944. Still, the fact that the medics played and were invited to participate indicated that the nourishment of the medical staff was good enough to participate in this exhausting physical activity -- and more importantly, that they belonged to the social elite.\textsuperscript{104} The drawing of the young Stuttgart prisoner Walter Thalheimer depicts a muscular, healthy, markedly un-Jewish soccer player:

\textbf{Figure 4, Walter Samuel Thalheimer, Aeskulap}

The ultimate material advantage in Theresienstadt was protection from transports, and the Health Services could offer such protection only to some. The SS asked for several physicians and nurses to accompany every departing transport, to support the belief that at the destination,

\textsuperscript{99} Springer 1950.
\textsuperscript{100} Anna Auředníčková, \textit{Tři léta v Terezíně} (Prague: Alois Hynek, 1945): 61.
\textsuperscript{101} “Doctors Are Hungry Too,” drawing of Eli Lesklý, catalogue of artworks, Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust (1943).
\textsuperscript{102} Pokorny, “Als Ärztin”; Fleischmann, “Jedna ruku druhou myje,” ŽMP, 326.
\textsuperscript{103} Hájková, „Die fabelhaften Juongs,” 128-130.
\textsuperscript{104} František Steiner, \textit{Fotbal pod žlutou hvězdu} (Prague: Olympia, 2009), 23, 41; diary of Willy Mahler, entry for April 29, 1944; poster Aeskulap, Hefman collection, APT. Thanks are due Tomáš Raichl for identifying many of the signatures.
the departing will live and hence need medical care. Because the Health Services was a large department and the transports were filled from every department accordingly to its size, for each transport many medical workers were called up. While the SS announced transports and dictated the numbers, it was the Jewish functionaries who had to set together the actual transport lists. Once these were released and individuals were called up for transports, the chief medical staff could and did apply for “their” workers to be exempt. It seems that the petitions for the auxiliary medical staff were relatively successful.\footnote{Petitions to be taken out of transport, YVA, O64, 22.}

Before the transport, a medical committee headed by Otto Reinisch decided who from the drafted prisoners was too ill to go. This was not a feature specific to Theresienstadt, for instance, the Krankenbehandler in Germany were forced to decide who can leave on transport.\footnote{Rebecca Schwoch, „The Situation and ethical dilemmas of Krankenbehandler (Sick Treaters), 1938–1945: The example of Hamburg,“ \textit{Korot} 23 (2015-16): 173-194, 186.} The medical committee was susceptible to bribes and Reinisch became despised. Rolf Grabower, a former high ranking clerk in the German Ministry of Finance, worked in 1944 for the Personnel Office of the Elder of the Jews. Grabower began investigation of the medical exemptions at transports, which then led to a major scandal.\footnote{Pokorny, “Als Jüdin,“ 207.} Viktor Hahn and Bedřich Berl offered Grabower inside information.\footnote{Grabower, Vermerke, September 15, 1944. On Grabower, see also Grabower, Vermerke, August 16, 1944. On Grabower, see also Max Strnad, Flachs für das Reich: Das jüdische Zwangsarbeitslager „Flachsröste Lohhof“ bei München (Munich: Volksverlag, 2013): 85-96.} Erich Munk understood these interventions into the work of Health Services as a personal attack and covered for Reinisch, who also happened to be one of the most senior colleagues in Health Services. Grabower noted that the subsequent meeting with the chief physicians “was one of the most unpleasant hearings I have ever had.”\footnote{Grabower, Vermerke, August 16, 1944. On Grabower, see also Max Strnad, Flachs für das Reich: Das jüdische Zwangsarbeitslager „Flachsröste Lohhof“ bei München (Munich: Volksverlag, 2013): 85-96.} The investigation was
never concluded; during October 1944, nearly all of the physicians and clerks of the Personnel Office were deported to Auschwitz, where most of them were murdered.

During the transports, some physicians induced high fever to protect their friends and family who were then proclaimed too ill for transport. In December 1943, Lilly Pokorná’s 17-year old niece Alena Neumannová was called up for transport. Pokorná gave her a fever-inducing shot, and Alena was ruled too ill to go on the transport. In a similar turn of events, when the 23-year old Hana Ledererová was called on transport, the cook Antonín Utitz who was in love with her, helped save her in January 1943: “Tonda […] threw himself into an action with which he wanted to save me: with flour, sugar, dumplings, and God knows what else he bribed doctors and got them to agree to take me in to the hospital, my artificial illness […] and he made them promise that should I receive the transport slip, they will write ‘unfit for transport’ and so I will be saved, for this time.” In the hospital, Ledererová made friends with her attending physician, Gerhard Aron from Pelhřimov, who ensured that she was registered as ill until the transport wave passed.

**Nurses, sexism, and power structures**

Medical power in Theresienstadt was gendered: the Health Services was a starkly sexist institution. In this respect too, Theresienstadt was a product of the contemporary medical world. Many physicians slept with their nurses. Some of these relationships became serious while others were casual. Ella Roubíčková-Cabicarová remembered how paediatrician Dr Hardt became enamored with a German nurse named Lieschen from a different department. Hardt “bought”
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Lieschen from his colleague with a “payment” of sugar so she could work for him.112 Being accompanied by a young, attractive woman was also a way for the physicians to demonstrate their high status. Similarly, Karel Fleischmann, a painter, dermatologist from České Budějovice, and hunchback who in the ghetto headed the Welfare department of Health Services, married to a fellow doctor, had a young lover.113

Otto Šťastný was a 52-year old GP from Prague; he and his Gentile wife divorced in order to keep the family house, planning to remarry after the war. Benjamin Frommer pointed out that many Czech intermarried couples opted for a fake divorce, in order to save the property or the job, but remained living together.114 When the transports began in fall 1941, the divorced partners were no longer protected. This is what happened to Šťastný as well, who was in summer 1943 deported to Theresienstadt. Here he worked with the 27-year old nurse Hilde Pohlmann from Berlin. Pohlmann too had non-Jewish relatives and was alone in the ghetto; her Gentile father refused to acknowledge her and her mother was deported to Riga. During one night shift, Šťastný invited her for dinner and the famished Pohlmann joined him for canned goulash with dumplings. The dinners became routine and the two became a couple. For the first time in Theresienstadt, Pohlmann was happy; in the fall of 1944 they married.115 To the gynaecologist Edmund Hadra, whose wife Josefa Ruben also worked for Šťastný, the relationship was a confirmation of the arrogance of the Czech physicians. Hilde was “young, blond, and vivacious” — and distinctly

112 Interview Cabicarová.
115 Bürger, Bezwingt, 64f.
younger than Šťastný, who was not even separated from his wife, as Hadra noted. The older German doctor was angry at his Czech colleague because he recognized the doctors’ pattern of expressing power by employing the frame of the married physician dating a younger nurse. In his envy, he even described the brunette Pohlmann as blond to validate her trophy status. In fact, Šťastný’s relationship with Pohlmann mirrored Hadra’s with Ruben: both women were significantly younger and worked as nurses.

Not all nurses dated physicians; some went out with cooks. When Arnošt Reiser, a 23-year old Czech man, was delivered to a hospital with scarlet fever, he developed a crush on an attractive nurse called Lilly. She dated Fricek Gross from the Aufbaukommando, who had an elegant room of his own with a gramophone. Reiser remembered: “I could not trust my own eyes: Fricek was wearing an elegant dressing gown and was smoking a cigarette.” That was a kind of luxury no physician could offer. Even though prisoners saw physicians as important and they were truly grateful for their work, doctors were not among the most prestigious groups in Theresienstadt. The Aufbaukommando, the cooks, bakers, some of the musicians and painters, all of them young Czech Jews, were the social elite in the prisoner community. This existence of a more powerful and prestigious group was possibly another reason why it was so important for the prisoner physicians to confirm their status.

In interwar Bohemian countries, women worked as physicians: at Brno and Prague medical faculties, 20% of the students were female (11% at the Prague German University). In Theresienstadt, there were only three leading female doctors (who were all friends with one
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another): the radiologist Lilly Pokorná, Irma Goldmannová of Pathology, and Gertrud Adlerová of Bacterioscopy. Pokorná was divorced from a mixed marriage, her two children were in England. Her Sudeten-German ex-husband Adolf Pokorny later gained notoriety at the Nuremberg trials; in 1942, he suggested to Heinrich Himmler a procedure to sterilize three million Soviet POWs. Pokorná was an eminent figure in her young field: she was the only to present at interwar radiology conferences and she had published several articles. (see fig. 5 for a photo of Pokorná) In her memoir, Pokorná repeatedly brought up her rank, including the fact that her salary was ranked just after that of the Elder of Jews. However, a quarter was subtracted; women were paid only 75% of the men’s Theresienstadt wages. The ghetto currency had almost no buying power but Pokorná was still frustrated. The team of women in Radiology was celebrated in a poem of Lucie Auerbach’s, a 34-year old Breslau refugee to Czechoslovakia.

The first stanza demonstrates that Pokorná and her team were aware of their exceptional situation in the men’s world of the Health Services:

“We are the republic of women
the place that works without males
we just look right through every man
and trash him as well as his tales.”

120 Pokorny, 49f. Adlerová’s husband was the later Theresienstadt historian H.G. Adler.
123 Pokorná, 197f.
Not everyone appreciated Pokorná’s work; when Franz Hahn needed an X ray, he went to see a different, male, radiologist. Even though Pokorná, an accomplished scientist, researched and published about tuberculosis in Theresienstadt, she received no mention in the work of her colleague Evžen Kraus.

Fig. 5, Lilly Pokorná after the war, emigrating to Brazil

Finally, women doctors belonged among the groups for whom it was difficult to work in their profession in the ghetto. Some male medical students worked in Theresienstadt as doctors. Gertruda Freundová, a more advanced female medical student — she had finished her studies but could no longer pass the second rigorosum — worked in Theresienstadt for two years as a nurse. Only after October 1944 could she work as assistant doctor and helped Erich Springer lead the Surgical department. In the last months, facing a serious shortage of the employed medical staff, doctors who before had not been accepted on the basis of being too old, new arrivals, or foreigners, were employed. There were many more “foreign” doctors in these final six months of Theresienstadt's existence, including Dutch, German, and Austrian prisoner doctors. Nevertheless, even then it was easier for men to work as physicians than for women: of
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the Rotterdam dentist couple Lion Jacques Frenkel and Carolina Wiener Frenkel, only Jacques could work as a dentist in Theresienstadt, whereas Carolina cleaned toilets.130

While in Theresienstadt there were many more doctors present than needed, there was a nursing shortage.131 Some nurses were trained before the deportation, while others were trained in Theresienstadt. Several women prisoners were appointed nurses in spite of their having had no prior training, including Minna Wolfensteinová, the head nurse of the isolation ward.132 Springer recalled that in the beginning there were only two nurses with a diploma, and so the Health Services had to train the nurses and later recruit trained personnel deported from Austria and Germany.133 Murmelstein confirmed the lack of Czech-trained nurses; he remembered that the only large group of trained nurses came from the Viennese Rothschild hospital.134 A large segment of the medical caregivers came from medical families: they were the wives or daughters of physicians. Other women studied or intended to study medicine or pharmacology.135 Most of the Terezín medical staff was intergenerational members of medical families, a trend that continues to this day.136

One of the Rothschild hospital nurses was the 31-year old Federica Spitzer who worked in the hospital of the Sudeten barracks for the Prague internist Max Gutmann. Her colleague was a single, older Czech nurse, Etelka, who felt threatened by the presence of the younger, well-liked
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Spitzer. “I think Etelka had a hard life behind her,” remembered Spitzer.\footnote{Federica Spitzer, “Verlorene Jahre,” in Wolfgang Benz, ed., \textit{Theresienstadt: Aufzeichnungen von Federica Spitzer und Ruth Weiss} (Berlin: Metropol, 1997): 63.} The tense situation ended after a few months when Etelka in October 1943 was part of the team of 50 nurses and physicians who accompanied a group of Polish children on a transport reported to be going to Palestine.\footnote{Spitzer, 62f. 67.} Instead, the transport was sent to Auschwitz and murdered. Etelka’s was indeed a hard life: Spitzer’s colleague was, in fact, Otilie Davidová, the youngest sister of Franz Kafka.\footnote{Anna Hájková, “Die Jahre der Verbitterung: Neues über Otilie Davidová, die 1942 nach Theresienstadt deportierte jüngste Schwester Franz Kafkas,” \textit{Süddeutsche Zeitung}, November 24, 2015.} The Czech diminutive of Otilie is Otilka (Ottla being the German one), which the Viennese Spitzer changed into a more familiar Etelka. Davidová was married to a Gentile who divorced her in order to keep his job as a director of an insurance company.\footnote{SOAP, KSČ Praha, CK VIIa 95/40, March 1940.} No longer protected by a mixed marriage, Ottla was delivered to the persecution. Both her daughters remained in Prague, and she missed them bitterly, as documented in her letters. Once, describing the prisoner community, she looked back at her long dead brother: “Uncle Franz would love it here.”\footnote{Otilie Davidová to Věra and Helena née Davidová, no date, ŽMP, private collection. I should like to thank Josef Třešťik and Hermína Neuner for letting me read the letters.}

Nurses took on an important amount of work with the patients in Theresienstadt. The quota was between twenty and thirty patients per nurse.\footnote{Springer 1950; Weglein.} Many patients had enteritis and the nurses struggled to keep them clean; the sanitary facilities were rudimentary. Nurses described how they struggled with fecal matter, a lack of clean bedding, and long working hours.\footnote{Poems of Minna Wolfenstein (“Terezinka im Kinderzimmer”), YVA, O64, 78.} In addition, the nurses also had to clean the rooms. Radiology nurses even waxed the floor when the SS wanted to show radiology to outside visitors.\footnote{Pokorny.} In spite of extensive responsibilities, nurses did not have the power to decide to hire more colleagues; that decision was in hands of the
Bringing food for the patients was a moment that gave nurses a measure of power; some nurses stole food from the portions of the elderly. Nurses often stressed that they experienced the medical conditions as a challenge, learning new techniques and enjoying being part of the medical collective. The twenty-four-year-old Ilia Loeb from Wuppertal in Germany had worked as a nurse in the Dutch Westerbork transit camp; after her deportation to Theresienstadt in February 1944 she received a position in the septic surgery. Later, she was transferred to the new Heilgas department which worked with healing gas, and after the war recounted with ardor about her work and how it helped the patients.

However, physicians saw nurses as aides rather than colleagues. Franz Hahn even recalled the nurses as his own creation: “From us, there were some nurses in the Central Hospital, among them my later wife, and they had an excellent education. They had namely been seamstresses, not nurses, but already during Hitler’s time in Vienna we trained them into perfect nurses. And the Czechs were enthusiastic, especially in the Central Hospital: ‘What, Viennese nurses? Oh my god.’ And one of the people, who trained the Viennese nurses, was I. And people would ask them, where do you know this from? Oh we were taught this by Dr Hahn.” Hahn, Springer, and most of the male doctors saw the nurses’ skills as an extension of their own accomplishments, rather than the women’s own. Many of the doctors did not even know their full names; when Arthur Lippmann asked the Hamburger Hermann Bohm about the nurses from the Eckernförde hospital, Bohm replied that he would not know the answer to his question, as he only knew his nurses’ first names. Erich Springer devoted only a few side remarks to the nurses, saying he
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was sorry that he occasionally was impatient, but that all nurses had to work as long as they could stand — and look presentable and pretty.\textsuperscript{150}

Notably different was the attitude of the female physicians: Lilly Pokorná, describing her team, gave her nurse colleagues character and names, expressed gratitude for their support and help, and corresponded with those who survived after the war.\textsuperscript{151} She remembered the radiology nurse Alžběta Wotitzká-Schönhofová who survived Auschwitz and Birnbäumel, a satellite camp of Groß-Rosen and after the war, became head nurse in the radiology unit of a Prague hospital. Schönhová was appreciated for her work, with the most modern equipment at her disposal; “[A]nd yet she likes to reminiscence of the beginnings of the x-ray unit in Theresienstadt.” Pokorná described Schönhová’s professional success as her own genuine achievement. In this case, it was the former nurse’s memories that confirmed the reputation of her doctor’s work.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Due to the conditions that the SS engendered in the ghetto, the prisoner population was much weaker and sicker than under “normal” life conditions. However, against the odds, the medical personnel in Theresienstadt developed good medical care. One reason they were able to do so was because the SS were afraid of infection, but an even more important factor was that prisoner doctors saw the Health Services as having the power to fix all the ills of Terezín, interpreting their professional responsibility as one of social hygiene. Medical care in Theresienstadt was characterized by asymmetries for physicians and for patients. Among the doctors, non-Czech, older, and women doctors had lower chances of being able to continue to work in their chosen
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professions as medical practitioners in the ghetto. Struggling to keep the enormous level of patients at bay, the doctors applied a triage system. Younger patients or those who were ill after fall 1942 were far more likely to be treated. Enteritis, the main disease leading to fatal mortality among the elderly, was not seen as a relevant disease.

The Terezín doctors believed, to paraphrase Deborah Dwórk, that the ghetto was good for medicine; and medicine good for the ghetto.\textsuperscript{152} To the medical personnel, health care in Terezín, and by extension their incarceration, was a success story. Their attitude was chiefly informed by doctors’ habitus. Physicians saw their medical work in terms of professional continuity and therefore stressed the legitimacy of their work in Theresienstadt. Their position echoed that of Jewish functionaries who were catapulted into fraught positions of power.

This article argued that history of Holocaust victims contributes significantly to our understanding of medical history. Examining society in extremis leads to a better understanding of society at large, and this rule also applies for medicine. The triage the medical staff applied to their fellow inmates in Theresienstadt, while explaining the high mortality of the elderly prisoners, shows us how a society in danger creates and applies social hierarchies of value, and makes them legitimate. The decision for triage was ethically fraught, raising difficult questions about doctors’ responsibility. This article showed how medical staff in extreme situations can make very uncomfortable decisions, even if they see themselves as trying to save as many as possible in a dire situation. The mentality of public health was an important means of agency; prisoner doctors loathed being powerless perhaps even more than other inmates, and had all the reasons to believe they could make a difference. This clinging to agency and control in Theresienstadt characterizes the doctors as historical protagonists, showing us the importance of

historical continuity, of status and competitive spirit, often expressed in starkly gendered terms and employing stark sexism.

On a final note, the study of medicine in Theresienstadt demonstrates the role medical care and hospitals play in society at large: as long as they work, there is a measure of a working society in effect. But when they stop, it is a sign that that everything has fallen to pieces. The medical staff in Theresienstadt worked so well because the efforts of medical staff to make the best out of a terrible situation was more likely to succeed because they were relatively well supplied. Once the situation is beyond doctors’ control – for lack of resources or support from above -- the emerging state is of chaos and neglect. Medicine is a measure of humanity. As long as it works, we are a functioning society; when it fails, all else already has.